
Chapter 12 Romantic Period 1820-1850

1. A La Chinoise (Hairstyle)
2. Bertha
3. Bishop Sleeve -
4. Burnous - This garment was shawl like with hood. It derives from Arabic origins.

It is often should to be decorated with tassels. It can also be spelled “burnoose” or
“ bournouse”. It was brought to Europe through the Spahi army that invaded
Alergia. It was a loose shape and fit well over hoop-skirts. Still today, Alergian
men and women stickly wear their traditional garbs, including the Burnous.
Many Algerian garbs are hooded like the burnous. -Taylor Smith
https://thedreamstress.com/2012/05/terminology-what-is-a-burnous/

http://nationalclothing.org/africa/48-algeria/113-traditional-costume-of-algeria-three-civilizations-are
-mixed-in-the-design-of-algerian-folk-dress.html

5. Canezou -
6. Chatelaine-
7. Chesterfield-
8. Curricle Coat- Also known as a carrick coat. This coat has a cape that is

attached at the shoulders. Sometimes they were found to have a few
layers of cape. The most popular was to fashion the cape to end just
above the waist. This was primarily made for directing rain. Jon Cabb
Hobhouse described Lord Byron to be wearing a white muslin curricle
jacket at his wedding. However, I know that muslin isn’t waterproof and
the purpose of these was to repel water. They were commonly seen on
carriage drivers. -Taylor Smith
https://pastnow.wordpress.com/2015/01/01/january-2-1815-best-man-describes-lord-byrons-wed
ding/
https://fashionhistory.fitnyc.edu/1840-1849/
Textbook 343

9. Demi-gigot Sleeve - is a modified Gigot, or leg
of mutton sleeve.  It is full at the top, like a gigot
sleeve, but instead of tapering down to a small
cuff, Demi-gigot sleeves abruptly change at the
elbow to a narrow sleeve.

Sources:  Textbook p. 333

https://thedreamstress.com/2012/05/terminology-what-is-a-burnous/
http://nationalclothing.org/africa/48-algeria/113-traditional-costume-of-algeria-three-civilizations-are-mixed-in-the-design-of-algerian-folk-dress.html
http://nationalclothing.org/africa/48-algeria/113-traditional-costume-of-algeria-three-civilizations-are-mixed-in-the-design-of-algerian-folk-dress.html
https://pastnow.wordpress.com/2015/01/01/january-2-1815-best-man-describes-lord-byrons-wedding/
https://pastnow.wordpress.com/2015/01/01/january-2-1815-best-man-describes-lord-byrons-wedding/
https://fashionhistory.fitnyc.edu/1840-1849/


https://www.chegg.com/flashcards/chapters-12-14-exam-3-00a310d0-4c5b-4ef1-b149-7e7096f4e
bdf/deck
https://prezi.com/h4rzuwied0hb/sleeves-of-the-romantic-period/
Melanie Johnson

10. Eton Suit -
11. Fichu Pelerine -
12. Gilet corsage -
13. Hussar Front/Beak (Waistcoat) -
14. Imbecile, Idiot Sleeve - They were puffed

sleeves from the top of the shoulder down the
arm to the wrist. The sleeve would then be gathered
and have a cuff at the end. The sleeve got its
name because of the way it is constructed.
They would make sleeves similar to this to confined
mad people or prisoners. This style of sleeve
made it really hard for women to move their arms. Girls and boys under the age of 6 would wear
dresses with these sleeves too. (Candice Running)

Sources: Textbook Page 333
https://www.irenebrination.com/irenebrination_notes_on_a/2016/08/sleeve-designs.html
http://www.fashionencyclopedia.com/fashion_costume_culture/European-Culture-19th-Century/Gigot-S
leeves.html

15. Jeanette-
16. Leg-of-Mutton Sleeve- Sleeves were made of puff, leg of mutton

style. First seen as fashionable in the 1820’s, they became more
popular in 1825 and 1833 but by the time Queen Victoria ascended
the throne, they had gone out of style, returning in the 1890’s. Also
known as a gigot sleeve. Gigot was french for the back of an animal’s
hind leg. These sleeves were not very practical as the really big ones
used whalebones or even hoops or padding to hold their shape
making it difficult to move their arms. Some fashion critics
considered them so ridiculous they called them “imbecile sleeves”

http://www.fashionencyclopedia.com/fashion_costume_culture/European-Culture-19th-Century/
Gigot-Sleeves.html
https://www.anothermag.com/fashion-beauty/8295/a-brief-history-of-the-leg-of-mutton-sleeve
Textbook
LIVIA RICCI

17. Mackintosh Coat: A waterproof coat made of rubber--rubberized cotton--and cut like a short
loose overcoat. Named after its inventor Charles Mackintosh, a Scottish chemist. Apparently

https://www.chegg.com/flashcards/chapters-12-14-exam-3-00a310d0-4c5b-4ef1-b149-7e7096f4ebdf/deck
https://www.chegg.com/flashcards/chapters-12-14-exam-3-00a310d0-4c5b-4ef1-b149-7e7096f4ebdf/deck
https://prezi.com/h4rzuwied0hb/sleeves-of-the-romantic-period/
https://www.irenebrination.com/irenebrination_notes_on_a/2016/08/sleeve-designs.html
http://www.fashionencyclopedia.com/fashion_costume_culture/European-Culture-19th-Century/Gigot-Sleeves.html
http://www.fashionencyclopedia.com/fashion_costume_culture/European-Culture-19th-Century/Gigot-Sleeves.html
http://www.fashionencyclopedia.com/fashion_costume_culture/European-Culture-19th-Century/Gigot-Sleeves.html
http://www.fashionencyclopedia.com/fashion_costume_culture/European-Culture-19th-Century/Gigot-Sleeves.html
https://www.anothermag.com/fashion-beauty/8295/a-brief-history-of-the-leg-of-mutton-sleeve


they smelt though so some people did not like them. Officers of rank and above would wear this
coat in the trenches as part of their uniform. It was a social distinction. And where the trench coat
today originates from.
https://www.fashionologiahistoriana.com/costume-history-legends-essays-in-english/the-origins-
of-raincoat
https://www.vogue.fr/fashion/article/vogue-encyclopaedia-the-history-of-the-trench-coat
Textbook
LIVIA RICCI

18. Marie Sleeve: is a type of sleeve that is full or
puffed but tied in intervals going down the sleeve
with ribbons or bands. The different intervals can
be equal in size, or unequal or different sizes. They
could also be bigger, more extravagant puffs, or
smaller puffs. We still see these types of sleeves
around today. (Candice Running)

Sources: Textbook: Page 333

https://janeaustensworld.wordpress.com/2010/04/22/mamaluke-or-marie-sleeves-on-regency-dresses/
http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~monicaf/romantic.htm

19. Negro Cloth:
20. Paletot
21. Pardessus
22. Pelerine Mantlet - A wide, capelike collar

that extended over the shoulders and down
across the bosom. One of many types of
garments used to cover women's shoulders
during this time, the name is possibly derived
from a 1717 Watteau painting titled
Pilgrimage to Cythera. The painting shows a
group of pilgrims either sailing to, or
returning from, the island of Cythera,
possibly the birthplace of Aphrodite. The
women pilgrims or pѐlerines, wear short,
shoulder-covering cloaks over their dresses.

Allie Lunt
Sources: Textbook pg. 334

https://www.fashionologiahistoriana.com/costume-history-legends-essays-in-english/the-origins-of-raincoat
https://www.fashionologiahistoriana.com/costume-history-legends-essays-in-english/the-origins-of-raincoat
https://www.vogue.fr/fashion/article/vogue-encyclopaedia-the-history-of-the-trench-coat
https://janeaustensworld.wordpress.com/2010/04/22/mamaluke-or-marie-sleeves-on-regency-dresses/
http://zimmer.csufresno.edu/~monicaf/romantic.htm


https://blog.fidmmuseum.org/museum/2010/03/pelerine.html
https://www.thejohnbrightcollection.co.uk/costume/mantlet-pelerine/

23. Promenade Dress
24. Sleeve en Bouffant - Also known as en sabot, this sleeve was characterized by pleats around the

elbow, and alternating places of tightness with puffed out expansions. The right dress is in the
Met museum, and here’s an excerpt from the description: “The sleeves are known as sabot
sleeves because they fit over the elbow like a sabot shoe, also known as a clog.”

Allie Lunt
Sources: Textbook pg. 336
https://thedreamstress.com/2011/11/terminology-what-is-a-sabot-sleeve/
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/159501

25. Sleeve en Sabot .
26. Undersleeves-
27. Victoria Sleeves- are sleeves which are shaped to the arm except for a

round puff at the elbow.  This is a modification of the sleeve en
bouffant or en sabot, which had alternating portions of tightness and
puffed out expansions.
Sources:  Textbook p. 336

https://blog.fidmmuseum.org/museum/2010/03/pelerine.html
https://www.thejohnbrightcollection.co.uk/costume/mantlet-pelerine/
https://thedreamstress.com/2011/11/terminology-what-is-a-sabot-sleeve/
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/159501


https://www.chegg.com/flashcards/chapters-12-14-exam-3-00a310d0-4c5b-4ef1-b149-7e7096f4e
bdf/deck
https://threadingthroughtime.wordpress.com/dream-projects/silk-dress-dated-c-1837-american-m
etropolitan-museum-of-art-collection-37-192/

Melanie Johnson
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